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Abstract 

Many members of tribal communities in several areas have migrated outside their place 

of origin, settled in new areas for many years, and adapted to the values, norms, attitudes 

and mindsets of the people in the new environment. This study aims to determine the 

implementation of the inheritance of indigenous people who migrated and to find out how 

far the legal culture and customary values are maintained or shifted. This research is an 

empirical juridical research with a qualitative approach. This umbrella research involves 

students writing a bachelor thesis with the theme of inheritance. The type of data used is 

primary and secondary data. Primary data was obtained through interviews with the 

Minang families. The results of the research show that inheritance is carried out regardless 

of gender and is based on the needs of each family using the principles of adat law namely 

kinship, justice and parimirma (compassion), consensus and deliberation; The inheritance 

in the Minangkabau families studied are not appropriate with faraidh and the Compilation 

of Islamic Law because the money (inheritance) are distributed equally among all heirs; 

the way of such equal distribution is indeed according to Indonesian Civil Law.  The legal 

culture is changing because of the behavior of the member of community. The lack of 

compliance to adat law was influenced by educational background, environment, culture, 

social position, the needs or interests of the member of families. 

 

Keywords: Inheritance, Minang families, legal culture 

 

Introduction 

The Indonesian nation has more than 1.340 ethnic groups spread throughout 

Indonesia.1 Each of these tribes has its customary law, including customary law in 

dividing up the inheritance. This customary inheritance system will be influenced by the 

                                                            
1 Husein Mulachela,  Katadata.co.id dengan judul "Mengenal 7 Suku Terbesar di Indonesia", 

https://katadata.co.id/agung/berita/62dfa2580cdef/mengenal-7-suku-terbesar-di-indonesia, diunduh 25 

September 2022 
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kinship system, namely: the patrilineal, matrilineal and paternal kinship system.2 The 

Patrilineal Kinship System is a kinship system whose affinity is based on male or paternal 

lineage; the distribution of patrilineal kinship is found in people in Gayo Land, Alas, 

Batak, Bali, Irian Jaya, and Timor.3 The consequence of the patrilineal kinship system, 

which is based on the male lineage (father), is that the descendants of the male o father 

have a higher position and receive more rights.4  

The matrilineal kinship system is based on female or maternal lineage; the spread 

of the matrilineal system is used by the Minangkabau people.5 In this kinship system, 

children also connect themselves with maternal relatives based on the female lineage 

unilaterally.6 The consequence of the matrilineal kinship system is that descent from the 

mother’s line is essential, especially in inheritance; people from the mother’s lineage get 

more shares than the father’s line. The paternal kinship system is a kinship system whose 

affinity is based on the lineage of the father and mother; the spread of the paternal kinship 

system can be found in the people of Java, Madura, Sumatra, East, Aceh, Riau, South 

Sumatra, throughout Kalimantan, Ternate and Lombok.7The consequences in the 

paternal kinship system will be inherited from the father and mother. 

Customary law is a law rooted in traditional culture and continues to grow and 

develop in society. Customary law grows and develops and adapts to the changes and 

developments of the times. Indonesian society is plural, with its customs, culture and 

traditions fostering different customary law practices. If indigenous peoples still live in 

their customary environment, it is only natural that the nuances of customary law still 

                                                            
2 Gunsu Nurmansyah, Nunung Rodliyah, Recca Ayu Hapsari, Pengantar Antropologi (CV. 

Anugrah Utama Raharja, 2013) 
3 Ellyne Dwi Poespasari, Pemahaman Seputar Hukum Waris Adat Di Indonesia (Prenadamedia 

Group, 2018)  
4 Ilham Choirul Anwar, I.C, ‘Mengenal Sistem Kekerabatan Bilateral, Patrilineal, dan Matrilineal’, 

https://tirto.id/mengenal-sistem-kekerabatan-bilateral-patrilineal-dan-matrilineal-gbvJ, accessed 19 

Oktober 2021; First Vicky Depari, Pelaksanaan Hukum Waris Adat Batak Karo Pada Masyarakat Batak 

Karo (Studi Kasus di Kota Semarang) (Skripsi: Fakultas Hukum Universitas Katolik Soegijapranata, 2011); 

Daniel Chan Situmeang, Hak Perempuan Terhadap Harta Warisan Di Masyarakat Batak Toba Melalui 

Upacara Mebat dan Mangindahani (Studi Kasus Masyarakat Adat Batak Toba Di Kecamatan Pintu Pohan 

Meranti, Sumatera Utara) (Skripsi Fakultas Hukum Dan Komunikasi Program Studi Ilmu Hukum 

Universitas Katolik Soegijapranata Semarang, 2018) 
5 Komari, ‘Eksistensi Hukum Waris Di Indonesia: Antara Adat dan Syariat’ (2015) 17(2) Asy-

Syari‘ah [158-172]; Ellyne Dwi Poespasari, op.cit. 
6 Gunsu Nurmansyah, Nunung Rodliyah, Recca Ayu Hapsari, op.cit. 
7 Ellyne Dwi Poespasari, op.cit 
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dominate their mindset, attitude and behaviour. However, it is unavoidable that many 

changes, the development of modern values, have caused tribes to experience changes 

little by little, especially in implementing their customary inheritance laws. This happens 

when members of an indigenous community migrate and live in a new area with a 

different legal culture from migrants from their area of origin. 

Some researches have found that tribal people migrated as caused by various 

motivations, such as improving their education and lives. The migrated people come from 

their cultural backgrounds and live in a new place where most people in the new place 

have different cultural backgrounds. The culture in which they live will influence their 

own culture. The applicability of customary law cannot be separated from its supporting 

subjects, namely members of the customary law community; they are the ones who 

“decide” how customary law will continue. The perspective of the subjects towards 

customary law will be very determinant. On the other hand, one’s life journey in social 

interaction, whatever its form, will influence that perspective.8  

As migrants, whether they like it or not, are required to be able to build social 

interaction with local residents. The system of social interaction and cultural behaviour 

of overseas migrants will experience a “clash” with the primordial elements of the local 

population. Therefore, in building social interactions with local residents, the migrants 

will face at least three possible alternative cultural strategies, namely: a) maintaining 

ethnic identity, b) adaptive, by maintaining ethnic identity, but at the same time starting 

to enter into local ethnic identity, and c) escapistic or stripping ethnic identity.9 These 

strategies that the migrants choose will correlate with the issue of legal culture and 

compliance law. 

Legal culture is the same general response from specific communities to legal 

phenomena, whereas legal culture is a response that accepts or rejects a legal event.10 The 

general response is a unified view of the values and behaviour of individuals. Thus, the 

                                                            
8 Mochtar Naim, Merantau: Pola Migrasi Suku Minangkabau (PT Raja Grafindo Persada 2012). 
9 Nur Nafa Maulida Atlanta, Dominikus Rato, Emi Zulaikha, ‘Studi Komparasi Hak Waris dalam 

Hukum Adat dan Islam di Masyarakat Madura Perantauan Desa Jelbuk, Kecamatan Jelbuk, Kabupaten 

Jember’ (2018) 5(3) Lentera Hukum [431-448]. 
10 Soerjono Soekanto, Kesadaran Hukum dan Kepatuhan Hukum (CV Rajawali, 1982).[152], 

Megafury Apriandhini, Yeni Santi, Eryanti Nur Widhi, ‘Kesadaran Dan Kepatuhan Hukum Terhadap 

Penerapan Protokol Kesehatan Masa Pandemi Covid-19 Di UPBJJ UT Samarinda’ (2021), 1(1) Jurnal 

Hukum Humaniora, Masyarakat, dan Budaya [78]. 
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legal culture is essentially a pattern of individual behaviour as a member of society that 

describes the same response (orientation) to legal life that is lived by the community in 

which the members of that community are located11 The same response can be accepting 

or rejecting other legal cultures, as with other legal norms.12  

Legal culture is a power within a society whose roots originally come from tradition 

and the value system adopted, which will determine how law can be accepted and 

implemented.13 If this legal culture is complied with, there will be legal compliance by 

the community. Legal compliance is an awareness of the law's benefits that creates 

community loyalty to the legal values of living together. Legal awareness is an awareness 

of the values of humans about existing laws.14  

One of Indonesian archipelago ethnic groups in the area of West Sumatra is Minang 

or Minangkabau. This ethnic has a matrilineal or maternal culture which its inheritance 

system on the base of mother's line from the first generation of women to the following 

generations. Female in this ethnic is always respected higher than male. this value was 

undertaken form Islamic teaching whis states ‘respect your mother, your mother, and 

your mother and then your father’.15 Minang community has its adat law that can be 

categorized into four, namely: First, adaik nan sabana adaiak (conventional adat law) 

describes as a universal value which comes from God  this value is everlasting and has 

been integrated into Minang norms and culture that have been living for centuries. 

Second, adaiak nan didaikan describes as norms related to mutual deliberations. It means 

that mutual deliberation or mutual agreements becoming the main principal to cope or to 

solve any problem. Third, adaiak nan tardaikan means the rules that have been made and 

existed in certain origins are different from others. This rule was stipulated by regional 

tribal chiefs and it is stated in the customary philosophy “lain padang lain belalangnya, 

                                                            
11 M. Muhtarom, ‘Pengaruh Budaya Hukum Terhadap Kepatuhan Hukum Dalam Masyarakat’ 

(2015) 27(2) SUHUF [121-146] 
12 Hilman Hadikusuma, Hukum Waris Adat (Alumni 1980); Hilman Hadikusuma, Pengantar Ilmu 

Hukum Adat Indonesia. (CV Mandar Maju 2003) [108-109]; Dwi Retno Widati, ‘Pembentukan 

Desa/Kelurahan Sadar Hukum Sebagai Upaya Untuk Membangun Kesadaran Dan Kepatuhan Hukum Di 

Masyarakat’ (2023) 2(1) Jurnal Hukum dan HAM Wicarana [1-13]. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Soerjono Soekanto, op.cit. 

15 Karmila and Syapar Alim Siregar, ‘Praktik Pembagian Harta Warisan Ditinjau Dari KHI’ 

(2021 2(4) Jurnal EL-THAWALIB). 
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lain lubuk lain ikannya” (“different fields of different locusts, different depths of different 

fish”). Fourth, customs mean habits that are carried out in order to realize goodness. 

Customs is a norm that relates to all activities which is implemented to human 

relationship.16 These four categories of rules are used as guidelines for the Minang 

indigenous people in their daily lives, including to resolve legal issues such as 

inheritance. These four categories of rules or values is expected to be implemented by all 

members of Minang community wherever they lived in. Communities who migrate, 

including Minang ethnics, are believed to uphold cultural values so that socio-cultural 

activities between overseas communities in an area are still maintained.17 However, in 

the issue of inhetritance law, it seems that there has been a shift towards customary law 

that applies in the area of origin because the culture in which they live will influence their 

own culture.18 The changing of mind or behavior because they have to adapt new norms, 

values, and environment in new place19 as the Minang saying “where the earth is stepped 

on, the sky is held up.” 

To determine to what extent adherence to legal culture and customary values are 

maintained or customary values have shifted, the authors are interested in conducting 

research titled “Implementation of the Customary Inheritance of Immigrant Communities 

in Semarang”. In this research, two formulations of the problem are taken: 1) How is the 

implementation of the inheritance of overseas indigenous peoples based on their 

respective ethnic groups in Semarang City, considering that they already live in 

Semarang? 2) How are the legal values of customary inheritance maintained or 

abandoned by overseas indigenous peoples in Semarang City? Through the two 

formulations of the problem, it is hoped that legal culture adherence to original customary 

law can be identified as an effort to preserve or there has been a shift or change in legal 

culture from original customary law considering mobility or migration, education, and 

                                                            
16 Asniah, ‘Akulturasi Islam dan Hukum Adat Minangkabau’ (2023) 18(1) Al-Adyan: Jurnal Studi 

Lintas Agama [1-24] 
17 Rahman Malik, ‘Ikatan Kekerabatan Etnis Minangkabau dalam Melestarikan Nilai Budaya 

Minangkabau di Perantauan sebagai Wujud Warga NKRI’ (2016) 5(2) Jurnal Analisa Sosiologi [17-27]. 
18 Ibid 

19 Ranidar Darwis, ‘Peranan Pendidikan dan Lingkungan dalam Pelaksanaan Hukum Waris Adat 

Minangkabau pada Masyarakat Perantauannya di Kota Bandung’ (2003) 3/XX/2001 Mimbar Pendidikan 

[40-44]; Nurul Febrianti, ‘Implementasi Hukum Waris Minangkabau Pada Minang Perantau (Studi pada 

Ikatan Keluarga Minang Kota Depok)’ (2018) 3(1) CIVICS [1-15]. 
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association in the environment where that person lives daily.20 Moreover, in the digital 

era and globalisation, there is a demand to adjust to human rights and values such as 

gender equality between females and males. Indonesia is a State Party to the Convention 

on the Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women and has ratified the 

convention in 1984. Therefore, the value of gender equality is expected to being absorbed 

by Indonesian communities regardless of their background or their identities. 

 

Research Method 

This research uses a qualitative approach because it is adapted to the research 

objective to understand or understand legal objects, symptoms or phenomena which are 

difficult/cannot be calculated with statistical or mathematical figures. In the context of 

legal research, this research is non-doctrinal (empirical) legal research carried out by 

conducting field studies on the implementation of the inheritance of overseas indigenous 

peoples based on several ethnic groups who live and settle in the city of Semarang. Using 

a qualitative approach, researchers can get answers based on experiences and perspectives 

from the points of informants or participants.21 The research specifications are analytical 

and descriptive. Based on its nature, the purpose of the study is to provide an 

overview/description of the object of study under study. The object of the study is to 

various information about the implementation of customary inheritance in overseas 

communities in the city of Semarang. 

The data used are primary and secondary—primary data was obtained through 

field studies through interviews. Interviews were conducted to obtain data regarding the 

implementation of customary inheritance by indigenous people who migrated and settled 

in Semarang. Interviews will be conducted with the Minang families. The question given 

in the interviews were open-ended to gain experience on customary inheritance from the 

respondents. Secondary data were obtained through a literature study consisting of books, 

journals, research results, laws and regulations and other documents related to the topic 

under study. 

                                                            
20 Ibid. 
21 K. Hammarberg, M. Kirkman, and S. de Lacey, ‘Qualitative Research Methods: When to Use 

Them and How to Judge Them. Human Reproduction’ (2016) 31(3) [498–501]. 

doi:10.1093/humrep/dev334 
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Results and Discussion 

1. The Experience of Two Minang Families in Semarang City 

 The researcher interviewed two Minang families in Semarang City, namely the 

family of R and K.  

a. The Family of R 

R (who married her husband P) passed away in 2010 and has five children; the 

first and second (Y and D) are male, and the rest are female (I, S, H). however, 

before the inheritance was divided, S passed away and left three children (two 

females: N, T, and one male: F). During their marriage, R and P bought a piece 

of land in Semarang. The land they bought in the Minang customary inheritance 

law system is classified as a low inheritance. In 2015 her husband, P, passed 

away. P died without leaving a will or a precise distribution of assets for his five 

children. In 2017, Mamak from the family wanted to sell the land. However, 

given that there was no will left regarding the assets, this situation then gave rise 

to various opinions among the heirs on dividing the inheritance, whether using 

Minang Customary Law, Islamic Law, or Western Civil Law.22 

In 2018, the land was sold at a price of IDR 300,000,000 (three hundred 

million rupiahs), which was distributed equally to all heirs in the amount of IDR 

60,000,000 (sixty million rupiahs) to Y, D, I, H, and the three children of S as 

substitutes for the heirs. S' inheritance. Before the amount of money was divided, 

the differences of opinion still occurred because R's two daughters, I and H, 

insisted on using Minang customs to distribute their parents' inheritance. Their 

reason was that they felt they were still responsible for upholding the Minang 

customary law that flowed in their blood. They argued that they are responsible 

for teaching their children and grandchildren about Minang customary law as 

their ancestors come from that place. This statement demonstrates that they are 

descendants of the Minang people who obey their customs even though they have 

migrated for decades. On the other hand, as children of S, N and T want an equal 

distribution of inheritance because their last sibling, F, is a 14-year-old boy and 

                                                            
22 Ihsa Aryan Amaranila, op.cit. 
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needs many expenses for his life, especially for his school fees. This is supported 

by the Mamak of this family, who also wants an equal distribution of inheritance.  

Y, as Mamak Gadang, the oldest brother in the family, has responsibility for 

her nephews’ future, given that they are orphans and under his guardianship. Y 

also wanted an equal distribution of his parents' lower inheritance because he felt 

that he had migrated from Minang land for quite a long time, so there was less 

bond with Minang customary law. Y feels that the family has migrated to Java 

for tens of years, so Y thinks it will not be a problem if the division of inheritance 

does not apply to Minang customary law because Minang customary law does 

not have strict sanctions. 

D (the second son of R and P) argued that his parents’ low inheritance was 

supposed to be for the daughters, but there was no problem for him if his sister 

and brother wanted to divide the money equally for all heirs. D (male), R's second 

child, said he did not want disagreements among his family members regarding 

the inherited land. The opinion of D has demonstrated that D wanted a settlement 

in a family to keep harmony by reaching a consensus. This thought aligns with 

the principles of kinship and deliberation for consensus in customary law.  

    Finally, the distribution of inheritance was given to four children and three 

grandchildren as substitute heirs. This happened because the implementation of 

inheritance was carried out by consensus, which was mutually agreed upon by all 

children and grandchildren. If inheritance, according to Minang Customary Law 

is strictly applied, only I, S, and H are entitled to the heirs of R as the first 

generation. 

The implementation of inheritance distribution in the R family shows that 

adherence to customary law culture has shifted away from using the Minang 

community kinship system, which is matrilineal because there is an opinion that 

Minang customary law does not have strict sanctions. This opinion reflects the 

non-compliance of the Minang customary law culture by the overseas Minang 

community. However, this does not mean that the culture of family law towards 

Minang customary law has completely disappeared because while discussing 

plans for dividing and implementing inheritance distribution, it is still guided by 
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the values and principles of customary law that apply, namely: consensus, justice, 

parimirma and the principles of customary law, equal rights, and togetherness. In 

addition, inheritance with a matrilineal system is not used because the heirs have 

considered the system more appropriate to their needs, the Civil Code/Burgerlijk 

wetboek (BW). This system regulates that all individual heirs by blood and 

marriage can get the inheritance regardless of their identities. 

All this family members are Muslims. Based on the Compilation of Islamic 

Law (KHI), the implementation of the inheritance has fulfilled several elements 

related to Article 171, such as a Muslim who passed away, heirs who are related 

by blood or marriage and are Muslim, and properties left behind.  The 

Compilation regulates the division of inheritance by giving male heirs’ portion 

twofold compared to female heirs’ portion. However, the distribution of the sales 

proceeds in R’s family was not based on the Compilation of Islamic Law because 

it was distributed equally to all heirs individually, both male and female.  

b. The family of K 

K married her husband M (a Javanese) in 1960. They decided to migrate to 

Semarang in 1963. They have three children in their marriage, S (female), U and 

B (male). During their marriage, M and K had built two houses, one used as their 

residence and another rented out to other people because their children were 

already married, and some lived outside the city. In Minang customary law, their 

house becomes a low inheritance because M and K collected it during the 

marriage.  

In 2018 K passed away, and M then intended to sell the rented house and 

handed over the money from the sale to S as a female heir according to 

Minangkabau Customary Law. M informed his plan to his children, who gathered 

to discuss it. S disagreed with her father’s plan to give all the money from selling 

the house to herself. She prefers to divide the money equally among all M’s heirs. 

S argued that they (she and her sibling) are also not fully Minang people because 

their father is Javanese, and both parents migrated to Java long ago. He also does 

not want all of the proceeds for himself because his two younger siblings also 

have the right to the inheritance. During the discussion, U expressed his desire to 
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move his family to Semarang. All family members welcomed this and gave rise 

to the idea for U to buy the second home. Then, all heirs calculated how much 

the house would be sold for and how much would be distributed among all their 

children. M followed his children’s wishes for the amount of the distribution of 

her inheritance because she did not expect a share for herself. After all, she felt 

that living in her own house was sufficient and allowed S to manage this 

inheritance, while S as a daughter, felt that the distribution of the proceeds from 

the sale of this house was distributed equally so that it was fairer. S also wants M 

to get the same share. U then starts calculating the amount he has to pay for the 

house and the renovation costs if he buys the house. As the last child, B follows 

the wishes of his two older siblings because he feels he has had enough of his life 

and does not expect an extra share of the proceeds from the sale of this second 

house. 

 Finally, the amount for the house if it would be sold, is IDR 360,000,000.00 

(Three hundred sixty million rupiahs), and U immediately agreed to buy. The 

distribution of proceeds from the sale of the house was also immediately thought 

of and led to an agreement that U would only pay an amount of Rp. 270,000,000 

(two hundred and seventy million rupiahs) for the house, and M, S, and B would 

receive the same nominal that is 90,000,000 (ninety million rupiahs). 

2. Discussion 

a. The implementation of the inheritance of Minang families in Semarang City   

   Based on the two cases, it can be seen that the distribution of inheritance 

of low inheritance to sons according to Minang customary law in overseas 

Minang Community Families in Semarang City did not use Minang 

customary law as it had been decided through the Urang Nan Ampek Jinih 

grand meeting and the Bukik Marapalam declaration which states that the 

implementation of low inheritance is on the hands of the heirs by using 

Islamic law because it will be fairer for all heirs to benefit from the heir's 

inheritance equally, not only giving their rights to female heirs.23  

                                                            
23 Adeb Davega Prasna, ‘Pewarisan Harta Di Minangkabau Dalam Perspektif Kompilasi Hukum 

Islam’ (2018) 17(1) Kordinat 17(1) [29-36]. 
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     If the implementation of inheritance these families is reviewed based 

on Islamic faraidh law and the Compilation of Islamic Law, it is not 

appropriate because in reality, all heirs agree that the proceeds from the sale 

of the houses and were distributed equally among all heirs. It can be said that 

the division of inheritance in these families has been conducted using Civil 

law and adat law.  

The implementation of inheritance to the R and K families was basically 

based on the adat law principles: consensus, justice and parimirma (welas asih 

or mercifulness), equal rights, and togetherness. The implementation of the 

inheritance for those families has also demonstrated a renewal of inheritance 

in the Minang customary community who had been living in the city of 

Semarang for decades.24 

     The distribution of inheritance by the R and K families has used 

Indonesian Civil Law because it is seen as more appropriate and per the needs 

of each family member. The system of inheritance in civil law is individual, 

also known in customary law. The individual inheritance system means 

individuals with the characteristics that the inheritance left behind are divided 

into ownership among the heirs, who then have the right to use, process, and 

enjoy after the heir dies. The advantage of the individual inheritance system 

is that the heirs have the right to freely determine their will over the 

inheritance that is part of it. Still, even though the heir has the right to freedom 

over the portion he has received, the weakness of the individual inheritance 

system is usually that in the implementation of this system, not only the 

breakdown of the inheritance but also the breakup of brotherhood and kinship 

ties between their families with one another. Efforts to prevent the breaking 

of brotherhood and kinship ties have been carried out by deliberation to reach 

a consensus. By using this principle, it can be seen that these two families 

maintain a communal or societal style of Minang customary law culture that 

tries to avoid conflicts that will harm other people. The deliberation step to 

reach a consensus also shows respect for communal patterns in Indonesian 

                                                            
24 Nurul Febrianti, op.cit 
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customary law culture. This communal pattern prioritizes common interests 

rather than personal interests. 

With the use of the Civil law namely Western legal inheritance system, it 

can be said that there has been a shift or change in compliance with the 

Minang legal culture. The change in the legal culture does not entirely change 

the Minang customary law. Because in the process of dividing the inheritance, 

the heirs still prioritize the principles of applicable customary law, such as the 

principles of deliberation for consensus, justice, and parimirma which, in the 

end, the implementation of the inheritance is distributed equally to all heirs. 

The implementation of Civil law and Adat law are considered effective and 

minimizes the occurrence of disputes between the heirs since it distributed the 

heritance equally between men and women heirs, and it was made on the base 

of agreement so that it considered fairer. However, on the other hand, it might 

due to lack of understanding about the distribution of inheritance according 

to Islamic law25 or Minang law. The lack of understanding on Minang Adat 

law has been demonstrated by these families though they still have a feeling 

and a bound as Minang decent.  

b. Minang Families in Semarang City: The issue of compliance to Minang adat 

law  

The decision of two families in this research to use some parts of civil law 

and adat law in other parts has demonstrated the extent of their legal 

compliance with Minang customary law that applies in the area of origin and 

overseas. 

Legal compliance is an awareness of the law's benefits that creates 

community loyalty to the legal values of living together. Legal awareness is 

an awareness of the values of humans about existing laws. This legal 

compliance is called Identification legal compliance, namely compliance 

driven by the need for group membership to be maintained in order to 

                                                            
25 Ahmad Nidal, Faisal, And Herinawati, ‘Analisis Yuridis Terhadap Efektivitas Pembagian 

Harta Warisan Menurut Hukum Islam (Studi Terhadap Budaya Hukum Masyarakat Di Kabupaten Pidie)’ 

(2021) 9(2) Suloh: Jurnal Fakultas Hukum Universitas Malikussaleh [75 – 92] 
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maintain relationships, especially with those who are authorized to apply 

these legal principles; identification compliance has an appeal, where there 

are benefits derived from the relationship; thus compliance depends on 

excellent or harmful interactions. This means obedience is due to maintaining 

satisfying relationships with other people or groups. 

Several bases give rise to legal compliance, including indoctrination, 

habituation, and utility. It can be explained if it is associated with the two 

cases studied. The basics of compliance with the legal culture are due to 

indoctrination. Indoctrination is the first reason society obeys the rule of law, 

namely because it is indoctrinated to do so. Humans have been educated since 

childhood to know and obey these rules. If it is related to the two cases 

studied, the basis for this indoctrination did not occur or was not vital, 

considering that the two families had lived in the city of Semarang for a long 

time. They only know their identity as descendants of the Minang people but 

do not know their customary law culture in depth. This is understandable 

because the first generation of both parents who moved from their area of 

origin was adaptive from the start in the sense of maintaining their old 

identities. However, at the same time, they also had to adapt to the new legal 

environment and culture in a new place. Thus, indoctrination does not occur 

or influence them as strongly as when they were in their land of origin, where 

the community was more numerous and more substantial in quality and 

quantity. 

The next basis is habituation, where since childhood, humans have 

experienced a process of socialization, so over time, it becomes a habit to 

obey the rules that apply in society. This is experienced by the heirs of parents 

who have migrated for a long time to the city of Semarang, where in order to 

live, they have to adapt to old norms and, at the same time to adapt the new 

norms so that new values or norms become part of their life and become their 

habits to be obeyed in daily life. This also influenced the mindset of some 

heirs who felt they were no longer an 'intact' part of their original community 

because they had lived in Semarang for a long time. 
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  The last basis is utility, in which humans tend to live appropriately and 

orderly. Appropriate and orderly for one person is not necessarily appropriate 

and orderly for another. Therefore, we need a standard of appropriateness and 

regularity. This appropriateness and regularity are governed by customary 

law through the principles and values of applicable customary law, including 

Minang customary law. This appropriateness and regularity are also 

influenced by many factors (among them such as new norms and 

environment, education, and economy) so that applicable customary law 

(either from the area of origin or in a new place) will be used as a basis for 

determining 'measures' of an appropriate life and regular. This can be seen in 

the two cases where appropriate and orderly living ‘measures’ are used based 

on the real needs of each heir from each family.  

Based on the description above, it can be said that the legal culture is 

changing because of the behavior of the member of community. The changing 

is influenced by educational background, environment, culture, social 

position, the needs or interests of the member of community.26  

 

Conclusion 

The implementation of inheritance distribution of low inheritance to heirs according to 

Minang customary law to the overseas Minang Community Families in Semarang City 

has not used Minang customary law in some parts because the family studied used 

Indonesian Civil law. In the case of the R and K families applied the general principles of 

customary law, namely the principles of deliberation for consensus, justice, and 

parimirma, which in the end, the implementation of the inheritance of the lower 

inheritance is carried out evenly to all the heirs. With the use of the civil law namely 

Western legal inheritance system, it can be said that there has been a shift or change in 

compliance with the Minang legal culture. The change of the legal culture does not 

completely change the entire Minang customary law because, in the process of dividing 

                                                            
26 Yusnita Eva, Perubahan Budaya Hukum Masyarakat Adat Minangkabau (Studi Interaksi 

Antara Hukum Negara Dengan Hukum Adat) (2018) 3 (1) Sakena: Jurnal Hukum Keluarga [1-14] 
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the inheritance, the heirs still prioritize the principles of applicable customary law, such 

as the principles of deliberation for consensus, justice, and parimirma.   
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